Increase the performance of your synthetic turf field.

Maintain your synthetic turf for safe and consistent playing conditions.

Properly maintaining your synthetic turf is important, especially on high traffic areas such as the middle of the field, goalie boxes and sidelines where the turf can be compacted and the crumb rubber becomes dispersed over time. Toro's new Synthetic Turf Conditioners feature unique stainless spring steel brushes with controllable down pressure that are designed to loosen, redistribute and level the infill on synthetic fields.

www.toro.com
“NO, YOU’RE BOTH WRONG. IT’S A HYBRID BERMUDA.”

Arguments aside, anyone can appreciate a well-kept stand of lush green grass. Having been in the turf business for over 88 years, we can attest to that fact. On the field, our passion lies in assisting the groundskeepers who do the dirty work to keep sports fields safe and playable. Learn more by visiting our website at www.ewing1.com or email: turfproducts@ewing1.com.
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We lost our field, what next?

Ready to kick it off at the University of Central Florida’s Bright House Networks Stadium in Orlando, site of the 2010 Sports Turf Managers Association Conference and Exhibition.
You don’t just mow grass.
You set the stage for greatness.

You give it your all to make your playing fields the best possible place for one of the greatest human endeavors: Sports. That’s why we stand ready to help you with professional-grade equipment like the 2653B reel mower, a full line of top-brand agronomic supplies, and timely local support. To find out more, stop by your local John Deere dealer or call 1-800-537-8233 to find the one nearest you.
Everything you need for game day.
Top 10 Great Things about a New Year

WITH A NOD to that member of the way-too-large Sleazebag Class 2009 (say it ain’t so, Tiger!), David Letterman, here are my Top 10 Great Things about a New Year:

10. New Year’s Day bowl games. Great excuse to ignore any resolutions one more day.
9. Fresh desk blotter calendar and monthly planner. I prefer pencil and paper to keep track of life rather than digital devices, so mine is a lonely march. Pity today’s youngsters whose arthritic thumbs may be useless by midlife.
8. Technically it is a brand new golf season. This means hope, hope that Yes! this will be the year that I improve my game demonstrably and consistently to the amazement of my competitors. Here’s where I tell the world I shot 77 last August—then posted scores in the 90’s the rest of the year . . .
7. Good books and movies just keep coming. Never enough time to read or see ‘em all but the choices we lucky Americans have to entertain ourselves is staggering. Who could be bored?
6. A chance more citizens will begin to think of themselves as “Americans” first rather than “fill in the blank’-Americans.” I won’t be holding my breath on this one but a guy can dream, can’t he?
5. Twenty-five to 30% of winter weather is over. The more winters I live through the more I wonder why the heck does anyone stay north of the Mason-Dixon Line December through March? I’m a four-season guy but Old Man Winter’s mug is at the bottom of my totem pole.
4. New seasons for favorite teams. Whether it’s Bob Ruth Ford in the Pony League or the New York Yankees, most everyone fervently follows at least one team in some sport. This could be your side’s year to go all the way!
3. The kids keep growing. Ours are 10, 8 and 3 and while I am doing my best to enjoy them while they are young it is also exciting to watch them develop. Plus the older they are the better they get my jokes.
2. Resolutions. Admit it—you might not make any but don’t tell me you didn’t THINK about making changes. The calendar’s turning prompts many of us to take stock of our lives and, hopefully, vow to try harder to do some good more often.
1. Bill Gates and Steve Apple might decide to download for free the song “(What’s So Funny ‘bout) Peace, Love And Understanding?” onto everyone in the world’s computers.
A YEAR IN REVIEW is all about how our association has weathered the economy and continued to provide educational opportunities to our members. The year focused on providing strong education to our members through another Regional Conference, as well through our monthly newsletter that has provided helpful tips on budgeting, cost savings, and surviving the economy.

It is time to reflect and say “thank you” to so many. First, I would like to send a special thank you to all of our Commercial members who have supported STMA throughout this economically challenging year. We all know of the effects of the economy on businesses, and the Board and I appreciate how supportive our Commercial partners have been throughout this year. These partnerships on a national and local level have allowed STMA to provide supportive services to our members with reduced costs to the association. Without the generous support of our commercial members, our regional and national Conferences would not be as successful. We truly appreciate the continued support.

Second, a sincere thank you goes to the STMA Committees and Task Groups. The work that has been accomplished by these volunteers shows their true commitment to advancing the sports turf manager. Throughout the year their focus has been on continuing to provide services to members that are important and will assist in furthering their professionalism. Our Committee and Task Group members often comment that as they serve the association, they also benefit personally and professionally from their volunteer service.

I would like to extend a huge “thank you” to our Board of Directors and to our Headquarters staff for their diligent efforts in seeking ways to provide more value to our members, despite the economy. Our focus has been on offering accessible and relevant education to our members, at little or no cost, knowing that our members have restrictions on budgets for training and professional development. I cannot thank our headquarters staff, especially CEO Kim Heck for helping to advance our association and grow membership. Headquarters provides exceptional services daily to our members.

As the Presidential baton is passed to Chris Calcaterra, CSFM, I extend my best wishes to him, along with the rest of the Board. We are still facing economic challenges; however, we need to remain focused on providing member services. I would also like to say thank you to Past President Mike Andresen, CSFM, for his leadership guidance that assisted me in taking on the responsibilities of the Presidency. Past Presidents Mike Trigg, CSFM and Bob Campbell, CSFM, inspired me to pursue the leadership of STMA. From them I learned about real leadership as I watched how they steered the association through some challenging times. And lastly and most importantly, a thank you to all members for allowing me to serve this organization. I am proud to be a member and represent the association.
IN DECEMBER 2008 I was presented with the opportunity to leave the University of Oregon and take a new position and new challenges with Louisiana State University Athletics. My last day on the job at Oregon was Friday, January 31 and the next day my wife and I were on a plane with our 2-month-old daughter, headed to Baton Rouge where I had a meeting with the Baseball and Softball coaches scheduled for later that afternoon.

I have been looking back and wondering how I managed to get myself in this position in the first place. How does a guy from the suburbs of Chicago end up working in the Pacific Northwest and the Deep South for programs like Oregon and LSU? I consider myself pretty lucky to be in this position. SportsTurf asked me to share some of my experiences about moving and working in two such distinct regions of the country for two high-profile programs.

Turf management

There are obviously differences in managing warm season and cool season turf, but the anxiety I had going into the position at LSU never seemed to materialize in the way I thought it might. I had experience and education with bermudagrass from my time at the University of Tennessee but that was as a student, not the one responsible at the end of the day when the chips fall.

As I have heard several people in this industry say, “You can make all the bright ideas you want, but when your butt is on the line, you think twice.” I have been fortunate because I am blessed with knowledgeable, hard working people around me and they have been the foundation for our success thus far.

My lack of anxiety was also compounded by the fact that I literally got off the plane and went right to work and my new assistant, staff and I had no time to worry, as we were soon thrust into the baseball and softball seasons. By the time both sports came to an end, we had experienced the successful opening of two brand new facilities, a successful spring
Safe and consistent surface conditions are easily reached with the GreensGroomer product line.

It all comes down to design simplicity and functional reliability. They're the guiding principles at GreensGroomer WorldWide. We focus on sensible design considerations that translate into products that work day-in and day-out.

Starting with the original GreensGroomer, we've built a product family that carries a reputation for quality workmanship. From steel fabrication and welding to the fit and finish, each piece we create carries this reputation with reliability.

Our products give you the right performance at the best possible balance of price and value.

SYNTHETIC TURF PRODUCT LINE FOR SPORTS TURF PROFESSIONALS

Synthetic Sports Turf Groomer & Spring Tine Rake

Spring Tine Rake Rear Brush Attachment

LitterKat®

The Synthetic Sports Turf Groomer and Spring Tine Rake allow fast, efficient, grooming of all infill synthetic sports fields. The Spring Tine Rake, attached to the Groomer, combs the infill, relieving compaction, releasing trapped turf fibers, and assuring a level playing surface.

A valuable extension to the original Spring Tine Rake, the Rear Brush Attachment provides one-pass finish grooming and is fully adjustable to coincide with the brush wear on the Synthetic Sports Turf Groomer.

A simple and effective design. The LitterKat is a debris collector with the right features, including, perforated baskets, on-board vibrators for sifting in-fill, handheld controls, and a tow-behind magnet — all in a lightweight aluminum construction.

For the dealer nearest you call toll-free 1-888-298-8852 or visit us on the web www.greensgroomer.com
knew that, Tiger Stadium was fully covered and we found ourselves preparing for fall football practice and soccer practice. Aside from several irrigation malfunctions, the summer seemed to fly by and we were soon painting Tiger Stadium for the home opener against Vanderbilt.

This past fall’s season went by even quicker than the previous months. There was a lot of rain, in fact it seemed to rain every week that we had a home game. September’s rainfall was 10 inches above average, October was 13 inches above; finally in November it began to level off. With that type of weather, we seemed to have to paint the field twice before every game. Once on Wednesday to make sure we had some markings down in case it rained right up to game time, and again if the weather broke on Thursday, Friday, Friday night, or even Saturday morning a few times. Thank goodness we play night games at LSU! With all that said, we were able to get through with flying colors. In fact, Coach Miles said that this season was the best that Tiger Stadium and the Practice Fields performed since he arrived in 2005.

Weather
Weather has always been a favorite topic of mine. It can serve as a conversation icebreaker, an information tool or as a source of debate and anxiety. And believe me, there has been no shortage of weather in the sources of work for this article. There is an old saying in Eugene, “It only rains once a year, it’s just November to May” that sums up my time in the Pacific Northwest. This constant rain forced us to work with the weather and not necessarily against it. Checking the 10-day outlook and radar became a daily vigil at the computer. We needed to check to see if what we had planned for the day could be accommodated by the weather event occurring outside. The rain was never very hard, more between a mist and a drizzle, but it made mowing, topdressing, spray applications and infield skin maintenance difficult. Our staff was more like firemen than groundskeepers, dressed in rain gear and ready to spring into action as soon as the weather conditions became optimal to achieve what we had planned. One way or another, the work was done, and we were able to be pretty successful with our practices. [Editor’s note: Oregon won two STMA Field of the Year Awards under Fasbender.]

The weather in Baton Rouge on the other hand is observed regularly for an entirely different reason, worker safety. This was a big adjustment I had to make coming from Eugene where the weather was fairly mild compared to Baton Rouge where you have weather extremes. Temperatures can reach 90 degrees in mid-April, summertime temperatures are registered in the high 90s with 80-90% humidity and thunderstorms can appear out of nowhere. In the fall, when we start the day, it might be 45 degrees outside at 7 am and by 11 am it is 75 degrees. Keeping our staff cool, hydrated and healthy is in the forefront of our mind all the time. I have also found myself looking at the radar in the summer and fall, not over the state of Louisiana, but over the Atlantic Ocean and worrying about the temperature of the water in the Gulf of Mexico. Hurricanes were something that I had in the back of my mind when we moved here, but when hurricane season arrived June 1, it garnered another, the work was done, and we were ready to spring into action as soon as the weather broke on Thursday, Friday, Friday night, or even Saturday morning a few times. Thank goodness we play night games at LSU! With all that said, we were able to get through with flying colors. In fact, Coach Miles said that this season was the best that Tiger Stadium and the Practice Fields performed since he arrived in 2005.
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